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Hello and Welcome.
Getting started!
Realize is our newest online learning management system.
It contains program materials, flexible class management tools,
and next-generation assessments.
Go to: www.PearsonRealize.com
username:

enV2.0K-5ReviewerVA1

password:

Pearson1

enV2.0K-5ReviewerVA1

Username and Password are case sensitive.

Pearson1
Sign In

www.PearsonRealize.com
Sign In

Select “Programs”

Browse & Enjoy

LOG On and LEARN!
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Switch grade levels
easily on any screen.

Begin Your Online Tour
Try a Sample

Table of Contents

Select the grade you want
to review and browse through
the videos, blackline masters,
eTexts, assessments, and all
other lesson materials.

Explore the new enVisionmath2.0
VIRGINIA program. View, assign,
and collect data!

Rearrange Table of
Contents, assign, and
customize materials.

Search by keyword.

Show all Teacher
Resources in one list.

Updated thumbnails
highlight live content.
Click on a Topic
to view all the
resources, tools,
and lessons.

Explore!
Use all features of Realize in
the demo accounts. Please
note the data will not be
saved. Full access to the
program and all features is
granted with new account
at purchase.
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Explore Topics and Lessons
Search content by Virginia Standards
of Learning, access eText and online
Tools from any screen.

Topic Table of Contents

Solve & Share
Lessons begin with the Solve & Share, a true
problem-based learning activity. This interactive
component engages students in building a solid
foundation for conceptual understanding.

Professional Development
Videos for every topic.

Today’s Challenge
for every topic.

Practices & Problem
Solving lesson in
every topic.

All online assessments
use next-generation
assessment functionality.
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Early Learning Theme
option appeals to
younger students.
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Experience Rigorous Math
Do You Understand? (K-2) Convince Me! (3-5)

Today’s Challenge

Students are encouraged to explain in their own words how to solve
the lesson problem. This interactive component is designed for
whole-class instruction.

The Today’s Challenge feature is a multi-day activity that offers
increasingly rigorous math problems using the same data set
each day. There is a completely new Today’s Challenge for every
Topic of every grade level. A teacher’s guide accompanies this
interactive feature offering teacher notes and pointers.

Problems increase in
complexity and difficulty
from day to day, while
continuing to use the
original data set.
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Access the online
glossary and Math Tools
right from the page.
Navigate through the
various days by clicking
right on the number.

Digital tools allow students to
draw, write, erase, and stamp
items like 10 frames, counters,
money, and many other useful
images right on the screen.
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Experience Accessible Math

Question Help offers
students multiple avenues
and tools for learning.

Visual Learning Animation Plus

Practice Buddy

Visual Learning Animation Plus videos make math
ideas explicit from the Solve & Share. Interactivity gives
students experience with the technology features
they will encounter in the next-generation assessments.

Practice Buddy provides
independent practice and
homework problems for
students at Grades 3-5.
Practice Buddy’s adaptive
learning means that students
have multiple paths to learn
and review the lesson.

Students interact with the video using
a drag and drop here to predict what
operation will solve the problem.

Students have a number of
opportunities to solve the
problem. An incorrect answer
cues a correction and requires
students to try again.

Periodic pauses give teachers the
opportunity to engage students in
conversation about the video.
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Students can view the Visual
Learning Animation Plus any
time during the problem.
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Try New Ways of Learning
Another Look Homework Video
Another Look videos provide students with a
problem walkthrough video to accompany the
Another Look problem from the homework.

Students can Bounce
directly to this lesson video
from the print page using
the free BouncePages app.
(iPhone®/iPad®).

Adaptive Homework and Practice
enVisionmath2.0 VIRGINIA offers a new
level of personalized learning for elementary
students through a partnership with Knewton
adaptive learning. No two assignments are alike
because no two students are alike.

Virginia Standards of Learning Tests
All online assessments use next-generation test technology.

Audio is available
for every problem.

The drag-and-drop
feature is just one of the
many next-generation
testing elements students
interact with during online
assessments.

Easy navigation allows
students to skip ahead
as well as go back to
correct.
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Make It Your Own

Make It Your Own

Lesson Table of Contents

Lesson Table of Contents

Reorganize and edit your lessons. Adding outside content
is as easy as inserting a link anywhere within the Table of
Contents. Added links appear within your lesson as soon as
you click save and can be assigned to students just as you
would other lesson materials.

Reorganize and edit your lessons. Adding outside content
is as easy as inserting a link anywhere within the Table of
Contents. Added links appear within your lesson as soon as
you click save and can be assigned to students just as you
would other lesson materials.

Share supported enVisionmath2.0 VIRGINIA content with
your classes in Google Classroom™. Add files from Google
Drive™ to your custom program content, discussions, and
assignments.

Share supported enVisionmath2.0 VIRGINIA content with
your classes in Google Classroom™. Add files from Google
Drive™ to your custom program content, discussions, and
assignments.
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Play to Learn Math
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Math Games

Online Centers

Access a variety of games at each grade level. Games build on
previous math concepts and increase in difficulty through the
grade levels. All games develop math skills and encourage deeper
mathematical understanding.

Centers let you set up a direct link to the Topic activities without
requiring a login to Realize. Teachers can choose from age
appropriate themes. Students access each activity by clicking
on a corresponding character.
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Manage Your Class

Access Data

Select a Class/Create a Group

Data Overview

Add students, form and manage groups quickly and easily.
Edit student information and reset passwords. Add or
remove students or hide groups from view at any time.

Let data work for you. View data by class or individual
student. Bar graphs provide an at-a-glance look at class
progress, Standards of Learning mastery, and time on task.

Mastery by
Virginia Standards
of Learning

Create Group

Select a Class
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Begin your REVIEW at:
PearsonRealize.com
username: enV2.0K-5ReviewerVA1
password: Pearson1
Username and password are case sensitive.

For more information, please contact your
VIRGINIA Account General Manager:
MITCH MITCHELL
202 360 8769
james.mitchell@pearson.com
DOUG POND
804 453 3729
doug.pond@pearson.com
MARIO POWELL
301 254 2184
mario.powell@pearson.com
OMRAN AL-SHARIF
210-339-4923
omran.al-sharif@pearson.com

PearsonSchool.com
800-848-9500

W0517-007 - 8/8/17

LIZZIE SCOTT
804-366-0301
lizzie.scott@pearson.com

Join the Conversation:
Twitter.com/PearsonPreK12
Facebook.com/PearsonPreK12
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Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching: Blog.PearsonSchool.com

